Second SERC Summer School in Solid State and Materials Chemistry

June 25 to July 14, 2007

Organized by

Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit
Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore 560 012

Applications are invited from Ph.D. students, post-docs and young faculty in the general area of solid state and materials chemistry for participation in the above summer school. Please apply to serc07@sscuiiscernet.in giving the following details: (i) Name, Institutional address and E-mail, (ii) Current status in your Institute/Department/University, (iii) Name of the supervisor, (iv) Area of research, (v) Brief write-up of your current research list of publications (if any). Students and post-docs are requested to arrange a letter of recommendation from their research supervisors. You may enclose all this information and send it to, The Convener, SERC School on Solid State and Materials Chemistry, Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012.

Last date for application: April 30, 2007

NATIONAL RAINFOED AREA AUTHORITY

Government of India has set up the National Rainfed Area Authority (NRAA) with an objective of overall holistic and integrated development of rainfed regions of the country. The Authority will have an Executive Committee headed by a Chief Executive Officer who will be supported by five Technical Experts in the fields of Water Management, Agriculture/Horticulture, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries, Forestry and Watershed Development.

NRAA is looking for a person of outstanding caliber and eminence with rich field experience and administrative acumen having leadership qualities with Post Graduate Degree preferably in Science or technology and more than 16 years experience at a senior position to serve as Chief Executive Officer (CEO).

NRAA is also looking for highly qualified specialists with Post Graduate Degree in Science or Technology in the relevant fields and more than 10 years experience for the respective posts of Technical Experts.

The details of the advertisement and of these posts should be seen in the Website of Ministry of Agriculture www.agricoop.nic.in

Nominations/applications of suitable candidates along with bio-data may be sent to the address of Joint Secretary (RFS), Department of Agriculture & Cooperation, Ministry of Agriculture, Room No. 155, Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi 110 001.

The last date for receipt of application/nomination is 12 February 2007.